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Co-existence CSD-R penalties and NBB-SSS fines?
◆ RTS CSD-R Art 18 :

1. CSDs shall not use cash penalties to cover costs related to the penalty mechanism.

2. CSDs shall disclose, in detail, the amount of the costs referred to in paragraph 1 to participants.

3. CSDs shall charge participants separately for the costs of the penalty mechanism. Those costs shall not be charged on the basis of gross penalties applied to each participant.

◆ Administrative fines could be used to recover the costs of the penalty mechanism BUT cannot be charged on the basis on penalties

PROPOSAL for fee structure 2021:
◇ Install penalty regime in RAMSES together with T2S CR654 Penalty regime in T2S Release 4.2 on 21/11/2020 with an activation date

◇ Abolish administrative fines when CSD-R penalties apply from activation date

◇ Recovering the costs of penalty mechanism by dedicated new fees:

- “reporting to participant fee”

- “debiting the netted failing party fee”

- “cost penalty fee”: fixed yearly fee per participant depending on the number of instructions (three tranches)

◇ Reaching full cost recovery by updating existing fees:

- leveling recycling fee with instruction fee as T2S does

- increasing fee for creation/reimbursement ISIN to better reflect real cost

- increasing monthly fixed participation fee which was never indexed
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History of fines
◆ NBB-SSS T&C Art. 8.2: Administrative fines

◇ LATE 200 EUR, LACK 100 EUR, MONY 100 EUR, HOLD 100 EUR

◆ Revenues from administrative fines are high, intended to improve settlement efficiency

◇ From 2015 the revenues from administrative fines grew very strongly
- CSD-R: 350 EUR fine for every LACK in a chain and not only the original LACK + fine for HOLD

- NBB Board 31/3/2015 following start RAMSES 02/2015

- LACK and MONY: 350 EURà 100 EUR ; LATE 350 EURà 200 EUR ; HOLD 100 EUR.

◇ 2016 – 2019: the revenues from administrative fines remain high and too high relatively in total revenues

◇ CSD-R reads that the business model for a CSD shall not be based on revenues from fines
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History of P&L

◆ Principle:

◇ cost recovery

◇ MC 23/4/2018: “The NBB-SSS Management Committee focusses primarily on the gross contribution as this margin shows that
all direct costs and local overhead are covered by the revenues”.

◆ P&L since RAMSES 02/2015: gross contribution and net contribution
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Costs for NBB-SSS penalty regime
◆ “CSDs shall disclose, in detail, the amount of the costs referred to in paragraph 1 to participants”.

◇ Detailed analysis ongoing

◆ Development: amortization on 4 years or immediately
- Detailed assessment: xxx EUR

- Change requests for RAMSES: xxx EUR

- Implementation: xxx EUR

◆ Yearly running costs
- Reporting: xxx EUR

- Static data feed: xxx EUR

- Helpdesk support: xxx EUR
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Proposal for fee structure in T&C
◆ New fees for cost recovery of NBB-SSS penalty regime without cross-subsidizing, awaiting analysis of development and running costs:

◇ “reporting to participant fee”

◇ “debiting the netted failing party fee”

◇ “cost penalty fee”: fixed yearly fee per participant depending on the number of instructions (e.g. three tier)

◆ Updating existing fees for cost recovery of NBB-SSS operations:

◇ Leveling recycling fee at instruction fee (as T2S does): from current 0,15 ct to 95 ct instruction fee

◇ Fee for creation/reimbursement ISIN (to better reflect its cost): from 10 EUR to 100 EUR

◇ Monthly fixed participation fee (indexation): from 300 EUR to 550 EUR
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Impact fees and cost savings on P&L 2021

◆ Updating existing fees

◆ Main cost savings:

- End amortization RAMSES development at end 2019

- End on-site support provider

- 16/11/2019: T2S Rel.3.2 “CR-613 Bundling outbound messages in files” (less SWIFT costs)

- Staff savings: not replacing all retirees + replacements represent lower costs + homeworking

◆ Expected Gross and net contribution 2020-2021: lower than 2018-2019

◆ Margin for investment for keeping RAMSES updated and compliant, e.g. cyber resilience, CMH corporate actions standardization by 11/2022
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Proposed timing
◆ Management Committee 19/2/2020: Agreed in principle with the proposal : abolishing administrative fines + installing the new fee

structure

◆ User Committee 2/3/2020: user consultation on the proposal

◆ Management Committee 5/6/2020: formal proposal abolishing administrative fines + installing the new fee structure

◆ User Committee 05(06)/2020: written consultation or ad hoc meeting on the new fee structure

◆ NBB Board 14/7/2020: approval proposal: abolishing administrative fines + installing the new fee structure + the new fees for the
penalty regime + T&C v. 1/11/2020

◆ Before 01/08/2020 (3 months rule): Publication T&C v. 1/11/2020 with abolishing administrative fines + installing the new fee
structure + the new fees for the penalty regime + bilateral CSDR penalties + activation date

◇ Activation date: ESMA proposal 1/2/2021
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